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Phasoscopy is a recently proposed concept correlating electromagnetic (EM) absorption and

scattering properties based on energy conservation. Phase information can be extracted from EM

absorption induced acoustic wave and scattered EM wave for biological tissue characterization. In

this paper, an imaging modality, termed photoacoustic phasoscopy imaging (PAPS), is proposed

and verified experimentally based on phasoscopy concept with laser illumination. Both endogenous

photoacoustic wave and scattered photons are collected simultaneously to extract the phase

information. The PAPS images are then reconstructed on vessel-mimicking phantom and ex vivo
porcine tissues to show significantly improved contrast than conventional photoacoustic imaging.
VC 2014 AIP Publishing LLC. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4880359]

Photoacoustic (PA) imaging is attracting significant

research interest in recent years due to its breaking through of

optical diffusion limit by “listening to photons,” i.e., detecting

optical absorption induced thermoacoustic wave.1,2 PA micros-

copy and tomography have been well developed to achieve

multi-scale multi-contrast imaging performance, probing en-

dogenous chromophores (hemoglobin, melanin, etc.), or exog-

enous contrast agents.3–6 Dual-modal imaging approaches

combining PA with other imaging modalities, e.g., ultrasound

imaging,7–10 optical confocal microscopy (OCM),11 optical co-

herence tomography (OCT),12,13 X-ray CT,14 and diffuse opti-

cal tomography (DOT),15,16 have also been proposed in recent

years to generate multiple images for co-registration by col-

lecting both PA waves and pulse-echo ultrasound or scattered

photons. However, few research works have been done to

explore the intrinsic correlation between endogenous PA wave

and scattered photons coming from the same object.

In a typical PA imaging system, nanosecond pulsed laser

is usually used to illuminate the object. Then the thermoelas-

tically induced acoustic wave due to the optical absorption

of chromophores is detected by ultrasound transducers to

reconstruct the image. To go beyond the conventional PA

imaging approach, here we employ a photodiode to detect

the scattered photons simultaneously besides acquisition of

the PA signal as shown in Fig. 1(a). More interestingly, the

intrinsic correlation between PA waves and scattered pho-

tons is analyzed to extract the phase information based on

the phasoscopy concept.17,18 In this paper, the PA phaso-

scopy concept will be briefly introduced, and then the PA

phasoscopy (PAPS) super-contrast imaging based on pixel-

by-pixel scanning will be proposed and demonstrated on

vessel-mimicking phantoms and ex vivo porcine tissues.

At each pixel, the analysis of PAPS is based on the

energy conservation principle,17 where the total incident op-

tical energy Pin should be equal to the total absorbed optical

energy Pabsorb and scattered optical energy Pscat

Pin ¼ Pabsorb þ Pscat: (1)

In the real measurement, only small portion of the PA

wave and scattered photons could be detected by the ultra-

sound transducer and photodiode, respectively, so we intro-

duce detection efficiency coefficients p and q to represent the

ratios of the detected PA energy p2
acoustic and detected scat-

tered optical energy p2
scat from the total absorbed optical

energy Pabsorb and total scattered optical energy Pscat, respec-

tively. For optically isotropic sample, p and q are fixed for

each pixel. For anisotropic samples with different anisotropy

factor at each scanning pixel, the p and q could be calibrated

for each pixel

p2
acoustic ¼ pPabsorb

p2
scat ¼ qPscat:

(2)

Substitute Eq. (2) into Eq. (1), then we have

p2
acoustic

pPin
þ p2

scat

qPin
¼ 1: (3)

According to Eq. (3), it is predicted that for a specific bi-

ological tissue, the detected PA wave and scattered photons

will follow an ellipse equation with acoustic and optic semi-

axes
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
pPin

p
and

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
qPin

p
, as shown in Fig. 1(b). More specifi-

cally, when a tissue can absorb more photons to induced PA

waves, it will scatter less photons. Interestingly, different tis-

sues will fall on different locations on the ellipse with spe-

cific phases (h1; h2; h3), and the phase contrast could be

derived as

tan hþ Dhð Þ
tan hð Þ

¼

pacoustic þ Dpacoustic

pscat � Dpscat

� �

pacoustic

pscat

� � ¼
1þ Dpacoustic

pscat

� �

1� Dpscat

pscat

� �

� 1þDpacoustic

pacoustic

� �
1þDpscat

pscat

� �
: (4)

From Eq. (4), we can see that the PAPS contrast could

be significantly enhanced by multiplying the PA contrast

1þ Dpacoustic=pacousticð Þ and scattered optical contrast
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1þ Dpscat=pscatð Þ, which is a nonlinear contrast amplifica-

tion. Therefore, the PAPS contrast will always be better than

the PA or optical scattering separately, which is fundamen-

tally guaranteed by energy conservation principle.

Intuitively, image contrast will be enlarged by using phase of

tanh¼ absorption energy/scattered energy, where nominator

and denominator change in opposite directions. Even in

extreme cases when the medium is non-scattering, the photo-

diode could be placed at the back of the medium to detect

the survived photons after absorption (transmission mode).

Then the PA phasoscopy is still applicable: if more photons

are absorbed, then less photons are passed through and

detected. Based on the PA phasoscopy concept, we propose

an imaging approach, termed PAPS imaging, which is

achieved by receiving both laser-induced PA waves and scat-

tered photons simultaneously under the same laser illumina-

tion, and calculating the phase indicator tan h ¼ pacoustic=pscat

pixel by pixel to form a PA phasoscopy image. Then the in-

tensity at each point fuses both optical absorption and scat-

tering properties and is expected to give enhanced image

contrast than conventional photoacoustic imaging based on

optical absorption only. By optical focusing and scanning

pixel-by-pixel, the PAPS imaging could achieve optical reso-

lution in 2D plane, and acoustic resolution in depth from the

photoacoustic time-of-flight calculation. Next, we will exper-

imentally demonstrate the super-contrast PAPS imaging on

both phantom and ex vivo tissues.

The experimental setup is shown in Fig. 2. A Q-

switched pulse laser (FDSS 532-1000, CryLaS, GmbH) with

1 mJ of pulse energy, 1.8 ns of pulse width, and 532 nm of

wavelength is used to provide the collimated light source,

which is attenuated by a neutral density filter (NDC-50C-

2M, Thorlabs) and focused into a multi-mode fibre

(MHP550L02, Thorlabs) coupler by a condenser lens

(LB1471, Thorlabs). The output of the fibre is focused by a

pair of lens onto the vessel-mimicking phantom, which is

made of a silicone tube (3 mm diameter) filled with blue ink

and pumped by a syringe. The phantom is immersed in water

for optimum light transparency and acoustic coupling. A

focused ultrasound transducer (V303-SU, Olympus) with

1 MHz central frequency is used to detect the PA signal, fol-

lowed by a 54 dB gain preamplifier (5662, Olympus). At the

same time, the scattered photons are collected by a photo-

diode (DET10A, Thorlabs). Both the PA signal and scattered

photon signal are averaged 100 times, recorded by a digital

oscilloscope (WaveRunner 640Zi, LeCroy) with 5 GHz sam-

pling rate, and sent to a PC for post-processing. To acquire

an image, the water tank is moved linearly by the XY trans-

lation stage (XYR1, Thorlabs) for raster scanning.

To get the cross-sectional image of the vessel-mimicking

phantom inside the water tank, the translation stage is scanned

10 mm in X-axis with 0.5 mm step size. The received PA sig-

nals pacoustic are subjected to the low-pass filtering and Hilbert

transformation for the envelope extraction, which are then

mapped to form the PA image shown in Fig. 3(a). At the same

time, the optical scattering signals are also detected, where the

contrast originates from the scattering difference between the

absorbing tube (high absorption, low scattering to model

blood vessel) and the surrounding tank bottom (low absorp-

tion, high scattering to model surrounding biological tissue).

On the other hand, the phasoscopy signals are obtained by

extracting the phase tanh ¼ pacoustic=pscat and are mapped to

form the phasoscopy image, as shown in Fig. 3(b). To fairly

compare the imaging contrast, the intensities of both images

are normalized to the same scale, which is clearly shown in

Fig. 3(c). As expected, the intensities of PA signal and scat-

tered photon signal are changing on the opposite way based

on energy conservation principles, i.e., when more light is

absorbed, less light is scattered, and vice versa. The imaging

results clearly show that the phasoscopy contrast tanh ¼ 212 :
1 (red solid line) fusing optical absorption and scattering con-

trasts is more than 9 times larger than the optical absorption

contrast (blue dashed line), i.e., the PA imaging contrast.

Dedicated calibration could be adopted to remove the scat-

tered light from ambient scattering other than the phantom for

more sensitive measurement. The imaging results prove the

feasibility of the PAPS imaging to achieve super-contrast

FIG. 1. (a) Diagram of optical scatter-

ing and absorption based on energy

conservation. (b) PA phasoscopy for

three different tissues.

FIG. 2. Experimental setup of the proposed PA phasoscopy imaging. ND:

neutral density; ConL: condenser lens; FC: fibre coupler; MMF: multi-mode

fibre; PD: photodiode; US: ultrasound transducer.
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performance than conventional PA imaging based on optical

absorption only.

To further validate the phasoscopy imaging approach,

ex vivo porcine tissues are prepared with different optical

absorption and scattering properties at fat and muscle parts.

As shown in Fig. 4(a), the tissue sample is scanned 6 mm

across the solid line covering three different parts denoted as

1, 2, and 3. After low-pass filtering, envelop extraction and

contrast scale normalization, the conventional PA imaging,

and proposed PAPS imaging results are shown in Figs. 4(b)

and 4(c). It is clearly shown that the image contrast between

fat and muscles parts reconstructed by the PAPS imaging in

Fig. 4(c) is much better than the PA imaging in Fig. 4(b).

Due to the strong optical attenuation of the porcine tissue,

the laser can only penetrate 3–4 mm into the tissue in depth,

generating photoacoustic signal corresponding to the tissue

surface part of 3–4 mm thickness in Z direction. Therefore,

the images in Figs. 4(b) and 4(c) are showing the cross-

sectional tissue’s surface part of 3–4 mm thickness in X-Z

plane (6 mm� 4 mm). The image contrast comparison is

shown in Fig. 4(d), where the intensities along the dashed

and dotted lines in Figs. 4(b) and 4(c) are plotted. It shows

that the contrast of the PAPS imaging (red solid line) is more

than two times larger than the contrast of conventional PA

imaging based on optical absorption only (blue dashed line).

Existing dual-modal PA imaging approaches include PA

plus ultrasound,7–10 PA plus OCM,11 PA plus OCT,12,13 PA

plus X-ray CT,14 PA plus DOT,15,16 and so on. All the above

approaches process the PA signals and ultrasound/photon sig-

nals separately to reconstruct two individual and complemen-

tary images, while the intrinsic correlation between them has

not been fully explored. The key difference between the pro-

posed PAPS imaging and existing approaches is: the PAPS

imaging correlates the detected PA signal and scattered pho-

nons to deliver ONE image fusing both optical absorption and

scattering properties of the same object based on the energy

conservation principle and phasoscopy concept, rather than

two separate images in conventional dual-modal PA imaging

approaches. Moreover, compared with the conventional PA

imaging that requires PA signal normalization to the laser

light fluctuation by sampling some of the laser output, the pro-

posed PAPS imaging is inherently immune to the laser and

system variations due to the reason that: when input laser in-

tensity fluctuates, both the PA signal pacoustic and scattered

photons pscat fluctuate in the same way, leading to the constant

phase: h ¼ arctan pacoustic=pscatð Þ. This advantage could fur-

ther guarantee the proposed PAPS super-contrast performance

to be better than conventional PA imaging or scattered optical

imaging which suffers laser and system variations.

In conclusion, the concept of PA phasoscopy is briefly

introduced and the PA phasoscopy super-contrast imaging is

proposed and experimentally demonstrated in this paper. It

correlates both optical absorption and scattering based on

energy conservation to achieve super-contrast performance,

FIG. 3. (a) Conventional PA imaging result and (b) super-contrast PA pha-

soscopy imaging result of the vessel-mimicking phantom’s cross-section. (c)

The intensity along the dotted and solid lines in (a) and (b) to show the con-

trast comparison.

FIG. 4. (a) Photograph of the ex vivo porcine tissues with three different fat

and muscle parts. (b) The conventional PA imaging, and (c) the proposed

PAPS imaging results with same contrast scale. (d) The intensities across

the dashed and solid lines in (b) and (c) to show the image contrast

comparison.
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rather than conventional PA imaging based on optical

absorption only or optical imaging based on scattered pho-

tons only. The proposed PAPS approach is generally applica-

ble to almost all the materials including biological tissues

with both optical scattering and absorption,19 and phase

image could be reconstructed base on pixel-by-pixel scan-

ning. At each scanning point, the phase is calculated by the

ratio of detected photoacoustic power and scattered optical

power (constant in current experimental setup). In the current

proposed PAPS imaging approach, the scattered optical sig-

nal along the depth direction cannot be resolved due to

strong scattering, so that only transverse contrast (Figs. 3(c)

and 4(d)) could be enhanced by the PAPS imaging. To fur-

ther enable the contrast in scattered light at each scanning

point in depth direction, advanced optical focusing approach,

e.g., time-reversed ultrasonically encoded approach20 and

recently proposed ultrasound-guided wavefront shaping

techniques,21,22 could be explored to provide accurate focus-

ing and high localized fluence for sufficient PA signal gener-

ation in depth resolution, giving the enhanced phasoscopy

contrast along depth, and enabling the true 3D PAPS imag-

ing. Furthermore, the state-of-art optical imaging modalities,

such as OCT and DOT, which deal with ballistic/quasi-bal-

listic reflected light, and diffusively scattered light respec-

tively, could potentially be merged by the proposed PAPS

imaging approach to achieve super-contrast and high resolu-

tion in 3D. To solve the limited field-of-view problem and

further minimize the influence of unknown optical aniso-

tropic scattering (e.g., both higher optical absorption and

higher backward optical scattering could be detected due to a

much smaller anisotropy factor), the anisotropy calibration

approaches in current optical imaging modalities could be

readily utilized to solve the anisotropy problem in the pro-

posed PAPS imaging.23–25 For example, multiple photon

detectors, e.g., array-based CCD camera, would be placed at

both the reflection and transmission sides of the biological

sample to cover different angles of optical scattering. The

variations of sample geometry, detector (transducer and pho-

todiode) positions, and scanning points could be minimized

by smaller light focusing and scanning, stable detector

design, and full field-of-view detection using array-based

CCD detectors and anisotropy image calibration. It is worth

noting that all the aforementioned variations commonly

exist in most optical imaging and photoacoustic imaging

modalities, which may introduce some errors, but will not

invalidate the proposed PAPS imaging approach. A PAPS

tomography system could potentially be built to overcome

the anisotropy problem by using multiple photon detectors.

In vivo phasoscopy imaging will be studied for both small

animal and clinical applications in the future.
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